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qd (E6) qHq 3r'?iqn€e (Microeconomics)

1.
2.
3.
4.

much
Why is cartel taken as bad all over the world? Nepalese economy is said to have suffered
how
explain
also
and
activities
business
from cartel. Discuss various cases of cartel in Nepalese
this has been affecting our economy.
how
What is the difference between ordinal and cardinal approach of consumer behavior? Explain
commodities
a consumer will be in equilibrium under ordinal approach if he/she is consuming two
A & B and spending all income on these two commodities'
Write short notes on:
(a) Cobb-Douglas production function (b) Price leadership (c) Marginal productivity theory
you might be observing consumer inflation and volatile interest rate in Nepalese economy'
Explain its converging or diverging behavior.
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5.
6.
7.
g.

g.
10.
11.
12.

q*ttrq
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(Financia! Management)
What is cost of capital? Do you agree that equity capital is cost free? Justiff
Write short notes on:

(a) Mutually exclusive

tcr)

f+a

project and independent project

it.

(b) Financialderivatives

pace of growth of
Bond market is one of the important components of capital market. Explain the
Nepalese Bond Market and also suggest for its development'
is 10
A commercial bank is evaluating two loan projects. One is working capital loan, and another
year term loan. Which ratios are appropriate to evaluate those projects? Also state the limitations
of the ratio analysis.
(rTd FT)fTd6,r( srei{nH (Development Economics)
What do you understand by economic diplomacy? Considering its prospects and challenges,
suggest measures for its enhancement.
(2067/68 to
Make an assessment of the achievements of the Nepalese Twelfth Periodic Plan
2069t70).

What
How has liberalization process impacted upon the performance of the Nepalese Economy?
are its implications for future economic growth and development?
Development economics suggests that there is an opposite relationship between economic
growth and poverty. However, the trends of the poverty levels and economic growth in Nepal are
paradoxical. Discuss.

q6 GI) 3ffiriQq qrurt (lnternationalTrade)

13.
14.
1L.
16.

Trade in
Discuss Nepal's commitments on the Financial Services under General Agreement on
(GATS) or World Trade Organization (WTO). \I/hat are the implications of these

Services
commitments on the Nepalese financialsector?
of
Briefly discuss the Nepalese exchange rate regime. How do you explain recent devaluation
rate
Nepaiese Rupee vis-d-vis US Dollari What could be the policy options for the exchange
stability?
\A/hat factors are responsible for large and ever increasing trade deficit
measures taken by the government to reduce trade deficit'

in Nepal? Discuss the

What are the economic justifications of international trade? How is the gain from international
trade determined? tn what ways this gain is distributed between the trading countries'
aaa
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1.
2.
3.
4.

F6,)

tfqlEfld 3T*{fr€{ (Macroeconomics)

What is Phillip's curve? Compare and contrast between the versions of Phillip, Friedman,
Samuelson and Solow regarding the trade off between inflation and unemployment.
Write various approaches of calculating GDP and explain why expenditure approach is more
relevant for monetary management.
How can the government shift the economy's demand curve by manipulating its monetary and
fiscal policy instruments such as increase in money supply, decrease in government expenditure
and increase in tax rate? Explain with the help of IS-LM curves.
Compare Solow's growth model with Harrods's growth model to attain equilibrium.

n{6 Gr)*Pf;[, T ffi4

5.

ffi

ffi

lMonetary and Fiscal Policies)
Explain Keynes'analysis of the effects of changes in the quantity of money on the general price
level and compare it with the Cambridge cash-balances equation version of the quantity theory of
money.

6.
7.

Discuss the prime features of new Monetary Policy of Nepal for FY 2013-14 and trace out the
major improvement in earlier policies that would be instrumental in achieving the targets envisaged
in the current policy.

What do you mean by inflation targeting as a framework for monetary policy? Analyze the
prospects of implementing such a framework in Nepal.

8.

Evaluate the role of Nepal's fiscal policy in raising output and employment inthe country. What
are your suggestions to the Government of Nepal for increasing the effectiveness of fiscal policy in
raising output and employment?

qlqfq q{€utlrFt (General Management)
is good or bad. It is the leader of the organization who makes it

qE

9.

"No organization

FT)

so." Briefly

discuss.

10.
1

l.

12.

What are the basic elements of decision making? How can a manager make effective decisions?
Explain.
Compare and contrast between strategic planning with tactical and operational planning. Illustrate
it with suitable examples.
Differentiate between matrix structure and functional structure? Discuss how functional and matrix
structures might create conflict in an organization.

qIF

13.
14.
15.
16.

Gl;I{ffu arcRflq{ (Human Resource Management)
Show the relationship between flexible working hours and productivity. Describe the flexible
Gf)

working modalities that are suitable for the Nepalese banking sector.
What is workforce diversity? Examine the irnplications and challenges of managing workforce
diversity in the Nepalese corporate sector.
How do you define human resource planning? Explain the steps to be followed in strategic human
resource planning process.
'Training is regarded as investment in human capital'. Justify this statement and explain the criteria
process of evaluating the effectiveness of training programme in a banking organization.
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rnaneflT rtrT fuq afun@ t
Explain the MS Power Point with its special features.

What is freeze pan? How do you apply freezepan in a spreadsheet
file.

3.
4.

What is utility software? What are the functions of utility software?

Differentiate between windows operating system and disk operating
system environment.

5.
6.
7.

Explain the steps to start a spelling check.
Mention the types of graphical packages and its uses.
Define database. Mention some data base packages.
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